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2Motivations

What is the impact of the draconitic cycle and of the stochastic model used in 
the estimation of GNSS time series velocity and annual solar cycle 
parameters ? 

Are the interannual variations estimated from GNSS time series true 
geophysical signal and do they differ from one GNSS solution to another and 
between GNSS and hydrological models ?



3Motivations

- Run GNSS PPP Positions of more than 1000 stations in Europe with new orbits and 
clocks products (REPRO3) supplied by CNES-CLS AC (IGS Analysis Center) 

- Extract velocity and seasonal signal with several estimation methods and models. 

- Compare the estimated parameters from all the methods and models used to fit GNSS 
time series. 

- Compare the results between the estimated parameters of seasonal signal in GNSS 
time series with the ones estimated from displacements time series computed from 
hydrological models (GLDAS, MERRA) and GRACE (http://loading.u-strasbg.fr/). 

- Use Principal Component Analysis to compare the interannual frequency band content 
of GNSS and hydrological models. 

- Use Common Mode Components (CMC) estimation using Kreemer et. al. (2021) 
method to compare MG3 GNSS time series, NGL GNSS time series and GRACE 
displacement estimates.

http://loading.u-strasbg.fr/
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51) New CLS-CNES orbits and clocks products (REPRO3)
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signals derived from hydrological models, GRACE (Gravity Recovery and Climate Experi-
ment), and the GRACE Follow-On time variable gravity field [43]. Although recent studies
on interannual variations show correlations between GNSS and some global hydrology
models [44], we show here that models can also differ significantly from each other and
that the interannual signal from GNSS should be interpreted very carefully.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. CNES-CLS Multi-GNSS Orbits and Clock Products
The GNSS satellite orbit and clock files used in this study were generated as part

of the GRGS participation in the third International GNSS Service (IGS) reprocessing
campaign effort (REPRO3) to contribute to the realisation of ITRF2020. These products
(referenced here as MG3) are the result of a homogeneous reprocessing of multi-GNSS
data (GPS, GLONASS, and Galileo) between 2000 and 2020 using the zero difference with
integer ambiguity fixing method described in [34,45]. We used up-to-date models listed
in Table 1, following the IGS recommendations (http://acc.igs.org/repro3/repro3.html
(accessed on 8 November 2021)). The MG3 reference frame solutions were first evaluated
and then preliminarily combined by the IGS [46]. The station network includes a set of
about 300 selected IGS stations that are distributed over the globe (Figure 1). The number
of available satellites for each constellation and the daily number of available stations
varied over the observing period as shown in Figure 2. The CNES-CLS MG3 products
are available in the CDDIS (Crustal Dynamic Data Information System) archive at https:
//cddis.nasa.gov/archive/gnss/products/wwww/repro3/GRG6RE3FIN*.gz (accessed
on 8 November 2021).

Table 1. Dynamical and loading models used for MG3 products.

MG3 Products

Gravity field EIGEN-GRGS.RL04.MEAN-FIELD [47]
Ocean tides (gravity) FES2014b (Finite Element Solution) [48]
Planet ephemerides de421bdlf.ad [49]
Relativistic acceleration Schwarzschild and geodetic precession and Lense–Thirring
Antex IGSR3.atx [50]
Mean pole (C21/S21) IERS conventions (from geopotential model) [51]
Subdaily EOP model [52]
Atmospheric tides (S1/S2) [53]
Ocean tide loading FES2014b [48]
Centre of mass correction FES2014b [48]
Solid tides (station) IERS conventions [51]
Reference frame IGS_R3 [IGSMAIL-8026]
Galileo ponderation 3.5 cm/1 m
GPS ponderation 3.5 mm/60 cm
GLONASS ponderation 3.5 cm/2 m

2.2. Time Series Analysis
2.2.1. Selection of Stations

We computed the GNSS position time series of 1077 stations over Europe using the
MG3 products and the GINS software in PPP mode. We used the same models as the
ones listed in Table 1 in order to maintain consistency between the products used and the
individual station processing. For the tropospheric delays, we use the global mapping
function (GMF) [54] tropospheric model and the global pressure and temperature empirical
function GPT2 [55]. The numerous agencies and organisations providing the raw GNSS
data in RINEX format are listed in the acknowledgements section.

The selected stations have a minimum time span of five years and a completeness of
50%. Some exceptions of a time span between three and four years have been considered
for recent stations (ending after 2019) but with a more selective completeness criterion
(minimum 70%). The distribution of stations and the statistics of the time series are shown

Les produits MG3 sont 
disponibles pour le multi 

GNSS !!

➡ already aligned on IGS-R3 network (i.e. no need to 
apply Helmert transformation)



61) Process solutions of a massive GNSS network over 20 years
(20 yrs * 1077 stations ➛ ~ 7 700 000 epochs ➛ ~ 3-4 months of processing)
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Fit of the time series : 
- Velocity and reference 

position 
- Annual and semi-

annual solar cycle 
- Steps (seismic events, 

equipment changes, 
…)

2) Estimate parameters from GNSS time series with Weighted Least-Squares
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analysis of the results. The properties of these three models are summarized in Table 2.
Then, we can compare the effect of draconitic adjustment by comparing cats_d and cats,
and we can compare the modelisation of interannual variations and stochastic parts by
comparing cats_d and tiasd.

Table 2. Estimation properties of the three models considered in this article.

cats_d cats tiasd

Draconitic frequencies adjustment Yes No Yes
Interannual variation – – polynomials
Stochastic model WH + PL noise WH + PL noise WH noise

3.1. Tectonic Velocity
The velocity maps of cats_d are presented in Figure 4. We used two scales (red and

green arrows) in the horizontal map to distinguish the largest velocities in Greece and
Turkey, while the yellow dots represent the stations with horizontal velocities lower than
1 mm/y. In order to provide the horizontal velocity field relative to the Eurasian plate, we
removed the rotation of the Eurasian plate with the Euler pole coordinates estimated in [67]
(lonp = �99.094(7)°E, latp = 55.070(4)°N, w = 0.261(1)⇥ 10�6 deg/y). This enabled us
to compare our solution with previous regional studies [1] or the EPOS (European Plate
Observing System) solution available at http://doi.osug.fr/data/public/GNSS_products/
Europe/ (accessed on 8 November 2021). The vertical velocity map is represented together
with the ICE-6G_D GIA model developed by [68,69]. In general, there is a good match
between the two, although some differences are noticeable, especially in Southern Italy,
where other non-GIA geophysical signals may occur.

Figure 4. Velocity field of cats_d in (a) horizontal and (b) vertical direction, along with ICE-6G_D GIA model of [68]. The
yellow dots in (a) are stations for which the horizontal velocity is lower than 1 mm/y.

In Figure 5, we provide the velocity differences between cats_d and cats, cats_d and
tiasd, and cats_d and epos. We observe that there are no significant differences between the
velocity values of the two CATS estimations, while tiasd slightly underestimated the vertical
velocities compared to cats_d. The distribution shown by the histogram remained Gaussian
for both vertical velocity differences. Moreover, we do not observe any preferential direction

<latexit sha1_base64="FAuDEzxBJU1Kjg6U2VB7dn85ufk=">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</latexit>| {z }
3 different estimation models of time series 

using Weighted Least-Squares computed with 
CATS [Williams (2008)] and Python. 
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analysis of the results. The properties of these three models are summarized in Table 2.
Then, we can compare the effect of draconitic adjustment by comparing cats_d and cats,
and we can compare the modelisation of interannual variations and stochastic parts by
comparing cats_d and tiasd.

Table 2. Estimation properties of the three models considered in this article.

cats_d cats tiasd

Draconitic frequencies adjustment Yes No Yes
Interannual variation – – polynomials
Stochastic model WH + PL noise WH + PL noise WH noise

3.1. Tectonic Velocity
The velocity maps of cats_d are presented in Figure 4. We used two scales (red and

green arrows) in the horizontal map to distinguish the largest velocities in Greece and
Turkey, while the yellow dots represent the stations with horizontal velocities lower than
1 mm/y. In order to provide the horizontal velocity field relative to the Eurasian plate, we
removed the rotation of the Eurasian plate with the Euler pole coordinates estimated in [67]
(lonp = �99.094(7)°E, latp = 55.070(4)°N, w = 0.261(1)⇥ 10�6 deg/y). This enabled us
to compare our solution with previous regional studies [1] or the EPOS (European Plate
Observing System) solution available at http://doi.osug.fr/data/public/GNSS_products/
Europe/ (accessed on 8 November 2021). The vertical velocity map is represented together
with the ICE-6G_D GIA model developed by [68,69]. In general, there is a good match
between the two, although some differences are noticeable, especially in Southern Italy,
where other non-GIA geophysical signals may occur.

Figure 4. Velocity field of cats_d in (a) horizontal and (b) vertical direction, along with ICE-6G_D GIA model of [68]. The
yellow dots in (a) are stations for which the horizontal velocity is lower than 1 mm/y.

In Figure 5, we provide the velocity differences between cats_d and cats, cats_d and
tiasd, and cats_d and epos. We observe that there are no significant differences between the
velocity values of the two CATS estimations, while tiasd slightly underestimated the vertical
velocities compared to cats_d. The distribution shown by the histogram remained Gaussian
for both vertical velocity differences. Moreover, we do not observe any preferential direction

effects of draconitic cycle estimation

effects of either stochastic OR deterministic 
interannual variations estimation

2) Estimate parameters from GNSS time series with Weighted Least-Squares



113) Effect of Draconitic cycle estimation



123) Effect of Draconitic cycle estimation

Theoretically 25 years to decorrelate 
solar and draconitic cycle. 

Problem : no evidence that both solar 
and draconitic signals are stationary ! 
(the sinusoidal model is not suitable)



134) Effect of Stochastic model for interannual variations



145) Velocity uncertainties of the three estimation models 

Thanks to the 
polynomial 

adjustment, we 
computed the 
instantaneous 
velocity which 
the dispersion 

gives a first 
estimates of the 
uncertainty on 

the linear 
velocity



156) Comparison between GNSS and loading models

- Interannual frequency band seems similar even 
if the GNSS have a higher noise content (lower 
signal to noise ratio) 

- The shape of the pike at annual frequency : thin 
for the models and broad for GNSS 
(multiplicity of signals close to this frequency ; 
loading, draconitic signal, ground thermal 
deformation, multipath effect, monumentation 
deformation, …) 

- The slope in the high frequency band : loading 
models seems to follow a Gauss-Markov 
process (shape of the periodograms) while 
GNSS is weel described by PL noise with 
spectral index between -0.5 and -1.



166) Comparison between GNSS and loading models

- Hydrological 
models are 
systematically in 
advance of phase 
compared to GNSS 

- Deviations from 
Gaussian 
distribution 
especially for 
GLDAS and 
MERRA 

- Strong spatial 
patterns but 
different from one 
to another 

- Common outliers 
stations between all 
models (due to 
GNSS specific 
signal ?)



176) Comparison between GNSS and loading models

- Great discreapencies between 
GNSS and models ! 

- Modes are very noisy for 
GNSS and the first is mostly 
composed of White noise. No 
correspondance with the 
loading models. 

- The modes (i) (f) (g) (l) seems 
to correspond to the same 
temporal signal but with quite 
different spatial repartition. 

- The modes (j) (k) (h) seems to 
correspond to the same 
temporal signal but with quite 
different spatial repartition. 

- The mode (e) is singular.



187) Comparison between GNSS solutions and with loading models

Common Mode Estimation 
with statistical method : 
Kreemer & Blewitt (2021) 

Validation of the method

Robust estimation of!spatially varying common-mode components in!GPS time-series  

1 3
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the slope if stations up to 2500!km away were included in 
the slope estimation. Those slopes are generally similar to 
the slopes for stations up to 1325!km away, with a notable 
exception for the up component of the northernmost sta-
tion. For CMC Imaging, we use the slopes up to 1325!km, 
because those best describe the drop-o" with distance of 

rMAD for the nearest possible stations, which are used in 
CMC Imaging.

Figure!3 shows the spatial distribution of the intercepts 
and slopes for all stations and it reveals more details com-
pared to those that can be inferred from Fig.!2. This analy-
sis is based on residual time-series after the time-series 
have been corrected for the CMC-induced bias (i.e., the 

Fig. 3  Intercept and slope 
corresponding to robust 
trend describing the correla-
tion coe#cient as function 
of inter-station distance up to 
1325!km distance (see Fig.!2 for 
examples)
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Common Mode Estimation of NGL/MG3/GRACE

7) Comparison between GNSS solutions and with loading models

STJ9 (France)
STD NGL      : 4.3447 mm
STD MG3      : 5.0336 mm
STD MG3+drac : 4.8528 mm
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Common Mode Estimation of NGL/MG3/GRACE

7) Comparison between GNSS solutions and with loading models

SULD (Danemark)
STD NGL      : 4.4062 mm
STD MG3      : 4.0998 mm
STD MG3+drac : 3.9576 mm
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Common Mode Estimation of NGL/MG3/GRACE

7) Comparison between GNSS solutions and with loading models

DELF (Netherlands)
STD NGL      : 4.4030 mm
STD MG3      : 4.2018 mm
STD MG3+drac : 4.0720 mm



22Conclusion and perspectives

• Great discrepancies between hydrological models, GRACE and GNSS at the annual 
solar frequency. The models are systematically in advance of phase and there are 
also spatial coherent regions where the differences between the models and GNSS 
is important. 

• PCA indicates that interannual variations contained in loading models and GRACE 
are not entirely compatible with the one contained in GNSS time series. However, 
the PCA depends a lot on the selection of stations included in the processing and of 
the homogeneity of the distribution of stations. 

• The CMC estimated using Kreemer & Blewitt (2021) method does not seem to 
show major differences between NGL, MG3 and GRACE solutions. This robust 
method works fine with inhomogeneous network but is also very time consuming.

• The annual solar and draconitic cycles are correlated in the WLS estimation of the 
models upon GNSS time series. Nevertheless, it seems very important to estimate 
the draconitic along with solar cycle to reduce the uncertainty on the velocity. 

• The interannual signal seems to be properly captured by a PL noise with large 
amplitude. The model containing only white noise (even if it also contains 
polynomials) should then not been used in GNSS tile series adjustment (except 
maybe in some special cases..)



THANK  YOU  FOR  YOUR  ATTENTION  !

(Questions ?)


